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From: Connie Oney [mailto:connieonev@frontier.com]
Sent: Monday, August IS, 2014 8:59 AM
To: Donlon, Patrick
Subject: Greenwich wind lab #13-0990-EL-BGN
Dear Director Donlon:
I know this will be too late to be docketed but I have a question. My three daughters all live in
city suburbs and, being country girls, they love the smell of clothes dried on clotheslines. They
are not allowed to have them in the homes they now live in because of ordinances provided to
keep their developments uniform. How is it possible to regulate something as harmless as a
clothesline and, yet, allow life altering structures like the ones proposed by wind lab to liter our
countryside? Even with the longest set backs would you like to watch one's blades turn instead
of the sun rise or set?
I know the answer will be zoning and, possibly, neighborhood regulation. We know the
disadvantages of zoning. Don't force it on us. You are in a position to save us on purely moral
ground. The town is overwhelmingly against wind factories and other than the small number of
people who have leased land to wind lab nobody wants them here. Please understand how
desperate we are to remain pristine. We want this fight to be over and to return to our
everyday lives. Please put aside politics, money and supposed "green" energy {you know
turbines are not) and vote against allowing them in Greenwich.
Don't sacrifice us and don't make us bankrupt ourselves by fighting further because we are
prepared to take this to the Supreme Court if need be.
Sincerely yours,
Connie Oney
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